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Company

“Autofocus 6”: 
the award doubles

VANNI eyewear’s international competition 

for young artists and designers, under 

GAI aegis, is this year dividing into two 

separate prizes, one for an exhibition 

project and one for a performance. 

Autofocus 6 specifically makes room 

for all kinds of artistic expression. It is 

an opportunity for young candidates 

to narrate their personal dimension as 

artists or designers, without any restraint 

on the idiom they use.

The winning exhibition project will receive 

a 1,500 euro prize-cum-purchase. It will 

be exhibited both as a personal, complete 

with catalogue, and as a showing at “the 

others” fair. The performance will receive 

a 500 euro production contribution, 

and will be designed for staging in two 

different locations: one at the VANNI 

space/temporary shop, the other at “the 

others” fair. The competition is open to 

artists and designers between 18 and 35 

years of age belonging to one of the EU 

member countries. Full details on: www.

vanniocchiali.com.



Company
VANNI Magazine’s 
special edition has a 
remarkable flavour
VANNI Flavour is VANNI eyewear’s 

Magazine in printed tabloid format: a 

special edition that brings you a photo 

feature of the Turin firm’s latest collection 

novelties, against the backdrop of 

the historic factory “Pastiglie Leone”, 

manufacturers of world-famous lozenges 

since 1857. Entering a sweets factory is 

the dream of every kid (or greedy adult) 

– like flying over the rainbow. VANNI 

glasses spent the most gluttonous day 

of their lives amid coloured pastes and a 

thousand shapes of candy, worn by the 

factory owners and staff - exceptional 

models on loan to eyewear styling for a 

few hours. The result is a Magazine that’s 

so alive you can even smell it, with a little 

help from the imagination. And it looks 

just like a tabloid, straight from the La 

Stampa press, Turin’s own newspaper – 

a personal touch just to say that VANNI 

roots are local.

Accompanying the Magazine is a highly 

personal version of Leone lozenges. 

DERAPAGE 
sunglasses
Derapage is bringing out a new sunglass 

collection: technical innovation and style 

lend themselves to sunray protection. The 

Derapage collection is revolutionary in that 

it uses patented MoleCube construction 

together with polarising lenses affording 

maximum defence against sunray 

damage. Pared down to an essential 

minimalism, MoleCube sunwear style 

presents the thinnest of fronts marked 

with cool geometrical patterns achieved 

by scoring the slab surface to amazingly 

neat effect.



Company

The new VANNI 
characters
The VANNI characters on display have 

gained four new faces: two women 

and two men sporting glasses from the 

Tangram, Swing, Colours and Sunshine 

collections.

The new 2014 collections, quintessen-

tially VANNI, are captured in images and 

words in the VANNI brochure. 



Company

Transfer fever
Dressing your window has never been 

so simple, using VANNI transfers to lend 

the shop a touch of colour and style. The 

8 colour variants will suit any space, and 

are easy to apply and remove. Personali-

ze your window the VANNI way. 

Feel free to contact our style office: 

grafica@nicodesign.it



Press Release
INTERNATIONAL PRESS RELEASE

January 2014 - May 2014

ITALY
La Stampa
March 2014

page 25
VANNI - Stardust

MALESYA
Female
April 2014
page 86
VANNI - Blade

ITALY
ELLE Kids
April 2014

page 22
VANNI - Fruits

ITALY
Marie Claire
May 2014
page 138
VANNI - Tangram



Editorial

10 reasons for choosing 
Italian design

“Made in …” is a popular epithet for quali-

ty goods the world over. In common these 

products have certain constructional and 

style features, though they range from in-

terior design to architecture, fashion and 

the technology world.

We Italians are proud of our own “Made 

in …”, one of the most instantly recogni-

zable in the whole world.

For amusement’s sake, we drew up a 

list of lowest common denominator ide-

as distinguishing our design from other 

people’s. For once, we’re not talking of 

eyewear as such. 

Italian design boils down to: 

1.Intuition: doing what many have suppo-

sed could be done but never got round 

to designing (Leonardo da Vinci’s flying 

machine)

2.Courage: daring to construct the un-

thinkable (Venetian palazzi)

3.Technology harnessed to speed: giving 

the most beautiful of cars the most po-

werful of engines (Ferrari)

4.The bon viveur quality: making a de-

signer container to celebrate the happy 

hour (the Campari mini bottle)

5.Illumination: making history with ligh-

ting (Castiglioni’s Arco lamp for Flos)

6.Musicality: giving precious form to swe-

etness of sound (the Stradivarius)

7.Revolution: inventing the world’s first 

“desktop” computer( Olivetti’s Program 

101)

8.Convenience: making the functional fun 

(Zanotta bags)

9.Reckless assurance: defying the laws 

of physics (the tower ofPisa)

10.Elegance: a sober yet unexpected 

blend of fashion and design (a Capucci 

suit)



MIDO forever
MIDO and the rebound. The figures for 

this year’s edition were encouraging. 

More visitors and better quality of 

products, we thought. The VANNI 

and DERAPAGE stand was in the 

MIDO DESIGN LAB which continues 

to be the focus of eyewear research 

interest. A lively throng of motivated 

opticians (not just Italian), distributors 

and national/international journalists 

flowed down the aisles. At nightfall on 

the Saturday a party turned the Milan 

Design District in via Tortona into a 

whirl of eyewear colour and form.

Fairs and Events

New York’s 
Vision Expo East 
An important fair for the American 

and Canadian markets, and it lived up 

to expectations. We noted a marked 

surge of distribution zeal on the part of 

Daniel Laoun and Steve Sveris. 

First time exhibition in the “underground” 

section for the USA Distributor Studio 

Optyx.

September 2014 - November 2014

15/17 September 2014

Ophthalmologic Optics - Moscow - 

Russia

18/20 September 2014

International Vision Expo West - Las 

Vegas - USA

26/29 September 2014

SILMO - Paris - France

20/22 October 2014

IOFT - Tokyo - Giappone

5/7 November 2014

HK Optical Fair - Hong Kong - Cina



Fairs and Events

Mission to Korea
The Italian Institute for Overseas Trade 

organised a workshop in Seul to flaunt 

the highspots of Made in Italy. Direct 

participation by manufacturers led to 

a cross-section of Italian creativity 

from eyewear to leatherwear, shoes 

and clothes. VANNI and DERAPAGE 

glasses were there, needless to say.

Eyes on Great Britain
No less than two British-oriented 

ventures involved opticians across the 

Channel. First the London tradefair 

100% Optical where VANNI was present 

via fine eyewear company; then mid-

April saw an encore of collection 

novelties at new London Edition Optra 

Fair.

In and Out of Mido
The new VANNI and DERAPAGE 

collections were a big hit with the 

design public at Milan Design Week. 

Four days’ display at the low-rise 

Tortona Zone trend pavilion, amid a top 

selection of designer eyewear. There 

was Nordic design and Japanese design, 

furniture and enticing technology, and 

research-based eyewear that caught 

the interest of a cosmopolitan public, 

making Milan the undisputed world 

design capital for the seven days.



Flash News

BELEN RODRIGUEZ - Italian Showgirl
at “Chiambretti Supermarket”

MAURIZIO CROZZA
on TV Show  “Crozza nel Paese 
delle Meraviglie”

CLIZIA - Italian Showgirl
at “Chiambretti Supermarket”

FICTION RAI 
  “Don Matteo 9”

VANNI at Cinema
Cinema Cinema, here you see a tracking-

shot of the best-dressed figures of Italian 

television and cinema productions.



Flash News

The sales force must 
keep on the ball
A slang term for being alert to all that’s 

going on around you. A commercial 

agent is nothing if not out there on the 

ground, alive to the commercial scene 

and its input. The venue was Turin daily 

La Stampa’s editing room, a gathering of 

VANNI opens its 
doors
This all-day event on 9th June was the 

second time that our Turin brand of VAN-

NI has kept open house to opticians from 

Piemonte, Liguria and Valle d’Aosta. The 

theme was the season’s colour trends, 

and the event also hosted accessory 

firms focusing, like VANNI, on the search 

for new and arresting colours.

the sales force for Italy, 2014. The agents 

all passed the test, and are raring to visit 

their quota of Italian opticians. In the first 

semester we had sales force meetings 

by our headquarter with our french team 

(FMI) and with USA Derapage Distributer 

Studio Optyx.



Network

Ottica Cerutti, Nichelino, Torino - Itlay Ottica Tatoni, Torino - Italy John and Mike Sweden

Gallery have picked up the construction 

features of our products and their style 

content. I’m sure they’ll capitalize on all 

the potential for commercial distribution 

in the USA. The strong points in this joint 

venture are the dedicated sales force right 

across the territory, and thorough efficient 

customer service. Our target is to get into 

this niche market of American design and 

shortly become a key player.”

“Design Gallery is the division of Match 

Eyewear which will be behind us here as 

we expand our distribution to chosen sa-

les outlets. We’ll be serving these with a 

sales force of specialists in eyewear de-

sign. We’re glad to be representing VAN-

NI in the USA, and to get together with 

the highly creative designer, Giovanni Vi-

taloni. His original approach to style has 

become a flag for Italian design in the 

VANNI glasses in the 
USA will be distributed 
by Match Eyewear’s 
new division, Design 
Gallery 
VANNI has signed a distribution agree-

ment with American corporation Match 

Eyewear’s new division, Design Gallery.

“We’re pleased to be beginning this colla-

boration venture with Design Gallery, with 

a view to gaining a greater presence on 

the North American market. Creative eye-

wear is becoming more and more suc-

cessful in the US, where there is growing 

appreciation of its value in terms of style, 

quality and originality” comments VANNI’s 

Giovanni Vitaloni and goes on to add:

“We share Match Eyewear’s intention of 

promoting eyewear creativity. Ethan Go-

odman and Phil Turnage from Design 

world”, says Phil Turnage, sales manager 

for Match Eyewear.

Design Gallery distributes top-notch pro-

ducts for Match Eyewear, the American 

corporation based at Westbury, NY. 



Network

Ottica Di Palma - Monopoli - Italy

Ottica Zanetta - Torino - Itlay Optique Horizon - Grenoble - France John and Mike Sweden

Aixe Optique à Aixe sur Vienne - France SLIT - Tokyo

Windows, windows 
and more windows, 
in Italy and the wide 
world

To Copenhagen for 
the Danish market’s 
Specs , a tradefair where VANNIs’ 

agent Anette Christensen is in charge.

Japan update
In Asia, too, the Japanese distributor 

Orient has been exhibiting the latest 

VANNI novelties, seizing the opportunity 

of Slit 2014, Salon International de Lunet-

terie Tokyo.

Sweden: 
on your marks
VANNI’s new distributors for the Swedish 

market are John and Mike Sweden. He-

re’s wishing them luck in their work.


